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.Nuclear Regulatory Commission same masser a ''""' ,

Washington, D. C. 2055'5 % * 77 *

Dear Mr. Chairman: 4
- .

.

s.

As Members of' Congress actively involved in Congressional debates on the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR), we express our objection to the Department
of Energy's request for an energency licensing exe=ption for this controversial.

project. We urge you to act to preserve the integrity of the Commission's .

*

licensing process and not allow site work to'begin on Clinch River before hearings
on the breeder's impact are complete.

.

If the Commission decides to grant an exe=ption in this case, it will under '
.

mine one of the principal Congressional objectives for the CRBR project which is
to demonstrate that breeders can be licensed for commercial use in'the United-

States. Congress authorized the CRBR in 1972 and, at that time, all parties,in-
volved agreed that the CRBR would be a licensed demonstration cf the Liquid Metal.

Fast Breeder Reactors' (I.MFBRs) technology.
.

.

The private sector's unwillingness to share commensurately in the ever-soaring
. coses being borne by Federal taxpayers already casts grave doubts on the CRBR's

commercial feasibility. By seeking a licensing exemption, DOE not only aborts the
original Congressional intent, but abandons reaso'nable demonstration standards that
could help determine whether the LMFBR should live or die on its own merits. Post-
poning the determination of licensability of LMFERs for co=mercial application will
cause extensive delay and increased cost of any LMTBR plant that might follow the
Clinch. River project.

. ,

*

The Department of Energy cites the language of the Conference Report accom-
panying the 0.nibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 as support for regulatory
exemption for the CRER. While the conferees did state in that' report that the
project "...should be constructed in a timely and, expedient manner,"...they also
went on to say that such action should take place "so that a decision on the
co=mercialization and deploy =ent of breeder reactors can be made on the basis of
information obtained in the operation of t'he plant." Congress did not' intend the
CRBR to be built without adhering to the NRC licensing and NEPA requirements.
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The decision you make regarding the CRBR will s$t a precedent for future
NRC licensing actions regarding the breeder reactor progra=. If the NRC acts
to grant an exe=ption, we fear that public confidence in the licensing process
will erode. The NRC should grant exe=ptions sparingly and we do not believe
circumstances e.xist that justify a licensing exe=ption for the CRBR.

Sincerely,
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LAWREl % 0UGHLIN, M.C. BILL' GREEN, M.C.
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'CARL D. PURSELL, M.C. CLAUDINE SCHNFIDER, M.C.
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